
Meditation improves anxiety levels 60% of the
time.

Meditation improves memory, as proven by
multiple mindfulness meditation studies.

Meditation can reduce the risk of being
hospitalized for coronary disease by 87%. 

Mindfulness helps with lower back pain.

Meditation can increase employees’ productivity
by 120%.

Meditation can reduce the wake time of people
with insomnia by 50%, according to mindfulness
meditation stats.
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Mindfulness is a type of meditation in which you focus on being intensely aware of what
you're sensing and feeling in the moment, without interpretation or judgment. Practicing
mindfulness involves breathing methods, guided imagery, and other practices to relax the
body and mind and help reduce stress.

What is Mindfulness?
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The Top Mind-Blowing Meditation Statistics
for 2021
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Pay attention. It’s hard to slow down
and notice things in a busy world.
Try to take the time to experience
your environment with all of your
senses — touch, sound, sight, smell
and taste.

Live in the moment. Try to
intentionally bring an open,
accepting and discerning attention
to everything you do. Find joy in
simple pleasures.

Accept yourself. Treat yourself the
way you would treat a good friend.

Focus on your breathing. When you
have negative thoughts, try to sit
down, take a deep breath and close
your eyes. Focus on your breath as it
moves in and out of your body.
Sitting and breathing for even just a
minute can help.

Mindfulness at Work. Learn practical
tips & techniques of mindfulness. 

What are some mindfulness
exercises? Mindfulness programs from RadicalEdge 

Mindful Leadership Program. The
Mindful Leader Program is a powerful
one-day leadership program bringing
together the latest developments in
Neuroscience, Mindfulness and
Emotional Intelligence.

Mindfulness at Workplace helps you
understand what is mindfulness is, what is it
and what it isn't, practices at workplace and
few tips to help employees to practice. 

Participants Feedback for Mindfulness at
workplace  

Workshop on Mindfulness at workplace  
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